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Georgia Legislature Seeking to
Pass Election Reform Bills
Analysis of several laws that
may impact voting for Covenant
students
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Surge of Migrants Causing
Crisis on Southern Border

Biden Administration facing serious challenges as illegal border
crossings increase
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Victory is Forever

A paintball adventure with the
Outdoor’s Club

The first candidate, Kelly, is a born-and-raised
Chattanooga
resident
who has spent a lot of
his career working for
non-profit organizations.
The three main campaign
platforms in the election
this year are education,
COVID-19 response, and
sustainability. For Kelly,
his main focus on education is his “Five Core
Principles,” which are
opportunity, excellence,
access, voice and partnership. He wants to focus on
key areas, notably quality
pre-K, support of Hamilton County schools, community partnerships, and
skilled trade schools.

and access to the vaccine.

tainability is not specific.
Her website simply states
that she wants to make
sure that companies pay
attention to air and water
quality, alongside further
mass public transportation.

In regards to sustainability, Kelly has “Five Core
Principles,” namely, localism, governance, employment, education and
justice. He plans on focusing on efficiency, waste
reduction, public trans- Overall, the two canportation, land use and didates worked hard
watershed protection.
throughout their campaigns, and the people of
White, the second candi- Chattanooga voted in a
date in the run-off, is also very close race. Kelly rea Chattanooga resident. ceived 8,562 votes, or 30
For the past 11 years, she % of the votes, and White
has worked as the CEO received 8,289 votes, or
of a private business. On 29 % of votes. There was
the same topics as Kelly, a difference of only 273
White plans to focus on votes between the two
making up for the harmful candidates.
impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. For education, The race is going to a runher website says, “we must off on April 13 because
provide additional oppor- neither candidate retunities for our youngest ceived 50% or more of the
students to make up any votes. Early voting runs
ground that they may from March 24 until April
have lost.”
8. Absentee ballots will be
accepted through April 6.
In response to the
COVID-19
pandemic,
White has said that her
plan is to “focus on safely reopening business and
public spaces along with
equitable distribution of
the vaccine.” She plans to
focus a lot of her attention
on those who have lost
their jobs, housing and
education
throughout
this time.

On the topic of COVID-19
response, Kelly has two
main points that he wants
to start with. The first is
establishing a policy director to coordinate with
the health department,
and the second is to expand COVID-19 testing Her point of view on sus-
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Chattanooga’s
mayoral
election is heading into
a runoff on April 13. The
election itself took place
on March 2, and the main
race was between Wade
Hinton, Tim Kelly and
Kim White. Of the three,
Kelly and White will proceed to the run-off election.
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GEORGIA
LEGISLATURE
SEEKING TO
PASS ELECTION
REFORM BILLS

SURGE OF
MIGRANTS
CAUSING CRISIS
ON SOUTHERN
BORDER

In response to the November 2020 election,
the Georgia House of
Representatives and Senate have both proposed
several bills to reform
the election process. If
signed into law, a number
of these bills may impact
Covenant students.

Department of Homeland Security Secretary
Alejandro Mayorkas insists that there is no crisis
along the Southern border of the United States,
only “challenges we are
facing.” Since Biden’s inauguration and his subsequent migration policy
adjustments, the Southern border has seen an
increase in the number of
migrants trying to enter
the U.S. According to U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (CPB) there has
been a 28% increase in
the number of migrants at
the Southern border from
January to February.

by Davy Codington

As a bicameral legislature (meaning two-part,
typically referring to the
House and Senate), the
Georgia legislature requires that any bill proposed and accepted in
one house be sent to the
other house. If passed in
both houses, the bill goes
to the governor to be
signed into law or vetoed.
While it is significant that
a reform bill be passed in
one house, either Senate
or the House, this does
not automatically mean
that the bill becomes law.
On Tuesday, February 23,
the Georgia Senate passed
the Senate Bill 67. Georgia
Senate Bill 67 concerns
identification for absentee voters. If also passed
through the House and
signed into law, absentee
voters preparing to mail
their ballot will have to
submit proof of a photo
ID, such as a driver’s license ID number or passport copy. This represents
a move toward more certain voter identification
when only a signature has
been required in the past.
The Senate passed the bill
35-18. Of the approving
votes, 34 were Republican
and one was Democrat.

by Kelli Hansen

Policies, responses and
the nature of migration has varied widely
throughout history. Dr.
Anna Rannou, a professor of political science at
Covenant, described the
variation as “a partisan
ping-pong match on immigration policy and process in recent years.” This
has been true between the
Trump and Biden administration as their policies
and approaches toward
immigration have differed
dramatically.
The Trump administration undertook a series
of interlocking, unilateral
actions towards immigration policy, creating
nearly 400 policy changes
as of July 2020, which are
documented in a report
by the Migration Policy
Institute. The administration’s actions were characterized by punitive action
at the Southern border,
including building the
wall, tightening policies
to make it increasingly
difficult for migrants to
access asylum, and dismantling the refugee resettlement program.

Georgia Senate Bill 67
has had a mixed reception. While many may
see this bill as improving
the integrity of the voting
system, some people may
be concerned that the bill
will restrict some legal
voters from casting their Trump also enforced the
votes. If the bill becomes “Remain in Mexico” pollaw, voting will be diffi- icy which required miCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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cult for individuals who
lack appropropriate photo IDs. While the added
level of security in voting
may make it more difficult to counterfeit votes,
the restriction could disproportionately impact
demographic minorities,
including the elderly and
the young, and racial minorities as well. Getting
a Georgia driver’s license
before the next election
cycle may be obligatory for Covenant students
seeking to vote in Georgia.
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Another bill was recently passed in the Georgia
legislature. On March 1
House Bill 531 passed
with a vote of 97-72 (only
Republicans for, only
Democrats against). If
accepted in the Senate,
House Bill 531 will reduce
grant funding for county
election offices and adjust
early voting times and
dates, along with other
changes. House Bill 531
also includes additional
identification
requirements similar to the Senate Bill 67. Importantly,
the change to voting dates
will reduce weekend voting. Under the bill, early
voting would be limited
to business hours Monday

through Friday for three
weeks as well as one Saturday before the election.
The aim of an adjusted
voting schedule is to standardize in-person voting
across the state.

ceived pushback from
some stakeholders concerning specific bill components. The bill removes
the use of mobile voting
facilities except in emergencies. This, as well as the
restriction of early voting
to days between Mondays and Saturdays, will
likely primarily impact
Black voters. For example,
these changes block the
traditional “souls to the
polls” civic events for voters from primarily Black
churches who bus to polling stations and vote after
Sunday service.

Many students are occupied by class and work
during the week, with
weekends reserved for
extracurricular activities,
time spent with friends
and family, or study. Under a new and shorter voting schedule as proposed,
it may be more difficult
for students to cast their
vote in the allotted time
frame.
Another pushback comes
against a potential tax inHouse Bill 531 has re- crease. As grant funding

for election activities will
be reduced if House Bill
531 becomes law, alternative sources of funding
will be pursued, including
potentially increased taxes.
A sizable body of legislature has been generated in Georgia since the
2020 presidential election. Much of this is in response to the red-blue flip
of the state. As the laws
that dictate how elections
are organized shift in
the coming years, Covenant students can take a
thoughtful stance to voting by keeping in tune
with these changes.

SOUTHERN BORDER
CRISIS

seem to appear to be kind
of a reactionary quality to
the number of migrant arCONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
rivals at the Southern U.S.
border since Biden took
grants to wait in Mexico office.”
while their asylum claims,
which are applications to Biden has already begun
receive protection from dismantling much of the
the U.S., were being pro- system that the Trump adcessed. This was an at- ministration put in place,
tempt to address the issue ending the “Remain in
of migrants who were re- Mexico” policy and bormaining in the U.S. de- der wall construction as
spite the denial of their well as taking other acasylum claims. The ad- tions to restore the asylum
ministration also encour- and refugee processes. “It
aged migrants to apply for takes time to rebuild the
asylum in other countries system from scratch,” said
before reaching the U.S. Mayorkas.
along with pushing Central American countries Not only have policies toto reduce immigration wards migration on the
along their borders, going Southern border changed
so far as to cut off aid and over the years, but the nathreaten tariffs on some.
ture of migration has varied as well. Dr. Rannou
Trump’s forceful rhetoric discussed how prior to
and strict policies led to the 2008-2009 recession,
record low border cross- the economy of the Unitings in his first months, ed States was a major pull
according to the Wash- factor for immigrants,
ington Post. However, the many of whom were ecoMigration Policy Institute nomic migrants. Since the
reported that aside from recession however, she
the decrease in refugee said, “We’ve seen a kind of
resettlement, there was wholesale reversal of this
not a significant decrease trend.”
in the amount of “permanent immigrants, tempo- While historically, migrarary foreign workers, in- tion into the U.S. has been
ternational students, and thought of in the context
those receiving asylum in of economic migration,
the United States—at least Dr. Rannou said it has
not yet.”
become an increasingly
humanitarian crisis with
With the inauguration of migrants seeking asylum
the Biden administration, because of well-foundthere has been a surge of ed fears of persecution
migrants at the Southern in their home countries.
border. The Boston Her- NPR reported that the upald reported that Pres- tick in migrants, especialident Biden’s obviously ly since April 2020, was
“openhanded approach” due to, “ongoing violence,
to migrants and his efforts natural disasters, food into undo much of Trump’s security, and poverty in
policies is “creating a mi- Guatemala, El Salvador
grant surge that risks run- and Honduras.”
ning out of control.”
In relation to the recent Among these migrants
spike in border arrivals, is a large proportion of
Dr. Rannou observed unaccompanied minors,
that, “There does certainly of which NPR reported
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a 60% increase in February from the numbers in
January of this year. “It
wouldn’t surprise me if
in these circumstances,
we’re looking at children
who have either been
orphaned by organized
criminal gang violence
and/or have been separated in the context of that,”
Dr. Rannou noted.
“The big concern is that
the gap is widening between the changing realities and the scale of what
is now increasingly more
humanitarian,” said Dr.
Rannou in reference to
the situation on the border. She noted that the
complex situation is going
to require, “major institutional and policy changes,” that will both guard
the Southern border and
simultaneously, “provide
guaranteed protections
to these most vulnerable
people.”
The Biden administration is racing to navigate
the ever-changing situation on the border, converting detention centers
into
rapid-processing
hubs and beginning to
process migrants on U.S.
soil, addressing the backlog of applications pro-

duced through the “Remain in Mexico” policy.
The pandemic has made
this situation even more
complex, and shelters are
having to compromise on
COVID-19 precautions
in order to accommodate
the rising numbers. Border agents are working to
keep up with the increase
but the Washington Post
reported that they’ve been
unable to contain everyone. Officials said they
counted as many as 1,000
people on a single day
who evaded apprehension
at the border, via security
cameras.
The current situation at
the Southern border is
a complicated problem
with multiple factors to
consider. No one is solely
to blame for the situation
currently unfolding. “It’s
compounded years and
years and years worth of
mismanagement in the
U.S. immigration system
anyway, on top of nearly a full disassembly of
the processes, especially in and around asylum
procedures in the United
States,” said Dr. Rannou,
“I don’t think crisis is too
far off a term to apply to
this situation.”

Though the Biden administration has not officially termed it a crisis,
the administration just
recently deployed FEMA,
the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, to
the border, specifically
to aid in the process of
helping the hundreds of
unaccompanied minors
coming across the border,
suggesting to the American public that this is in
fact a crisis.
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VICTORY IS FOREVER: A
PAINTBALL ADVENTURE WITH THE
OUTDOOR’S CLUB
by Nathan Castillo
There I was--hiding behind a tree with paintballs
flying by on either side of
me, and trying to shrink
my large frame as small
as possible, only to end up
getting shot all over my
body.
The date was March 8. I
was sitting on my couch
looking at my phone
when my roommate,
Alex Stayte ’21, asked me
if I wanted to play paintball. Trying to be a good
roommate, but also barely having any money in
my bank account, I tried
to respectfully decline.
Then he told me that it
was not only free, but was
also being held at Covenant. The Outdoors Club,
as it turns out, has set up
a full-on paintball course
and is offering games for
free every other weekend. After hearing this
news I couldn’t wait to try
my luck and skill on the
paintball field.

March 12, my comrades,
my enemies, and I all
lined up to embark on an
impact battle. Remembering some brief psychology
I took in highschool, I remembered that the color
red shows power and rage,
two emotions necessary
for war. So I decided to
join the red team. The task
for victory was simple--all
we had to do was recover
our hostage teammate before the other team rescued their teammate. All
that stood between us and
our goal were eight men
and women with paintball guns. Seeing that my
team needed a little pickme-up, I decided to recite
an inspiring Lance Armstrong quote saying “Pain
is temporary, but victory
is forever.”

The match started, and
with a sudden rush of
adrenaline we darted to
our nearest cover, hiding behind every tree
and board around us. We
slowly inched our way
down the hill fighting for
A couple of days later on every inch. When I made

it to the halfway point, my
teammates were no longer able to give me cover, and my position was
bombarded by a volley of
paintballs. Desperate to
save my friend and hostage, Alex Stayte, I got up
and ran as fast as I could,
jumping behind the cover
of a nearby tree. Focused
on the battle, I completely forgot that while this
tree might provide some
cover it wasn’t nearly big
enough for me. I suddenly got hit multiple times
by the opposing team and
was forced to make my
way up the hill, leaving
my comrades alone and
under fire.

Collins ’22, hoping that
with our combined efforts we could overwhelm
our opponents and win
the game. I ran as fast as
I could but misjudged not
only my speed but my size
and ran straight into the
barrier, causing it to tip
over, exposing me and
This sudden shame and Nate to enemy gunfire.
guilt inspired me to gain
back my respect by win- The enemy used this misning the game for the red take to win the game,
team. With newfound capturing their hostage
confidence and pain tol- Nathan Stern ’21 and reerance, I decided to run turning him to safety.
towards the enemy line. While we lost the game
With some of our enemies because of my mistake, I
out and others with bro- couldn’t help but feel hapken guns, I knew this was py to play paintball with
our opportunity. I ran to- my friends on Covenant’s
wards my teammate Nate campus.

BAGPIPES AND PICKLE JUICE:
ULTIMATE FRISBEE AT
COVENANT COLLEGE
by Lydia Dorman
The ultimate frisbee
club at Covenant, run by
co-captains Luke Cary
’21 and Luke Ragan ’21,
is, like ultimate culture,
quirky and slightly insane.
Yet there is a place for everyone on the team, no
matter their skill level or
experience. Cary, a junior
who helped start the club,
spoke to The Bagpipe
about the ultimate frisbee
scene at Covenant and its
development during his
time here. According to
Cary, he and Ragan grew
up in the same neighborhood and played on
the same high school ultimate team. Both have
had a life-long love for the
game, so when they came
to Covenant, they were
both eager to see what the
ultimate scene at Covenant was like.

last semester at Covenant
and who had played for a
semi-pro ultimate team,
the Nashville Nightwatch,
Cary and Ragan started a
frisbee club. They recruited people, started playing
pick-up games, pitched
in to go to a tournament
and got recognized as an
official club by Student
Senate. By the time Seay
graduated at the end of
the semester, Cary and
Ragan had been named
co-captains for the following spring.

As the youngest person
on the team, and only in
his second semester at
college, it felt strange for
Cary to be a captain, and
it proved to be a tough
semester. Cary claims it
was difficult to get any
practices together or to
get people to show up and
play during the spring.
But as the weather imWith the help of Ryan proved toward the end of
Seay ‘17, who was in his the semester, more people
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started coming to pick-up
and club morale grew.
In the fall of 2018, Cary’s
sophomore year, he and
Ragan began recruiting new members to the
team, and they celebrated their first tournament
victory. It was a buzzer-beater. Cary caught the
frisbee and threw out to
Ward Metcalfe ‘22 on the
wing, who threw it to Joey
Woodward ‘21 on the side
of the endzone just as the
buzzer went off, and “we
all went crazy,” he said.
That spring, the team
started playing really well
and the club continued to
grow. When a bunch of
freshmen showed up to
play last semester, Cary
and Ragan were ecstatic,
because they saw that the
club would carry on after
they graduate. According
to Ragan, starting the ultimate club and making
it into something that
would last is the proudest

It is really amazing to
think that we have clubs
like the Outdoors Club
that make events like this
possible. It truly is one
of the coolest and most
unique aspects of Covenant College, that I can’t
help to be grateful for.
To all of you who haven’t
been paintballing yet or
those who want to return
to the battlefield fighting
for the glory of victory,
make sure to reach out to
the Outdoor’s Club Leaders, Stern and Mallory
Harmon ’21. Also, make
sure to thank them for
putting on such an epic
event.

achievement of his time at of the Covenant ultimate
Covenant.
club is friendship and camaraderie, which Cary
Since it is self-refereed says “is the most importand there are no referees ant thing to me.”
to mediate between the
teams, good sportsman- Emily Kueh ’24, a new
ship is crucial in ulti- student this semester,
mate and team spirit is a said that she “went for
big deal at tournaments. the sport, stayed for the
Ragan sees these tourna- people,” and Bella Trent
ments as an opportunity ’24, said, “I wasn’t into
to show Christ to a pre- ultimate frisbee until I
dominantly secular sub- came to Covenant, but
culture but says that this the club welcomed me
does not look like being anyway. Since joining in
stand-offish or moralistic. the fall, I’ve both learned
Rather, “be a good wit- a lot about discing and
ness but still embrace the made many friends.” Mak
wacky culture,” he says.
Scott ’21, who has played
on the team for two years,
The Covenant team defi- expressed a similar sennitely embraces wacky timent: “When I started
ultimate culture and has playing, I’d never played
its own traditions. Ward, before, but everyone was
the team’s resident bag- super welcoming and inpiper, plays before games, clusive even though they’d
Ragan leads the team in been playing for years.” As
an incredibly cheesy self- Cary concluded, “I love
worth chant, and they walking by chapel lawn
drink pickle juice for and seeing people throwelectrolytes to help them ing around and seeing
through multiple games that I started something
of intense play. At the end that is affecting people
of the year, they have a positively.”
party and watch footage
of all of the dumb moments at tournaments
first and then the glorious
moments after. Yet the
crowning characteristic
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WHY FANFICTION
MATTERS
by Helen Shackleford
In the last 20 years, with
the rise of the internet,
the practice of reading
and writing fanfiction
has become more widespread and mainstream.
But what is fanfiction?
Put simply, it’s a transformative work, a piece of art
that takes elements from a
work and changes them,
adding something new:
a new setting, new characters, or perhaps a new
piece of the plot.
Transformative works are
about as old as literature
itself. Think about the
many different adaptations of Cinderella, “The
Aeneid,” or Shakespeare
plays that the bard himself lifted from other stories.
But fanfiction has a few
distinctions. The stories
are usually lifted from
pop culture, written by
fans and posted online.

Its beginning is usually
attributed, however, to
the inception of fan culture during Star Trek’s explosive popularity in the
1960s. The first piece of
modern fanfiction was for
Star Trek and published
in a fanzine, or “fan magazine.”

olutions and quests--fics
are as varied in style and
content as the media they
draw their inspiration
from.
And as for bad writing,
well, there’s plenty of that
too. But there’s also an important distinction to be
made. Bad writing is by
no means worthless writing. For many aspiring authors, fanfiction websites
like Archive of Our Own
and Wattpad are where
they pen their first paragraphs. Fanfiction gives
these young writers an
audience for their work,
as well as a community
that can help them grow.
Young authors are able
to find more experienced
ones to offer advice. And
of course, the best way to
improve one’s writing is to
write.

As fanfiction has grown
in popularity, so have the
assumptions people make
about it, which mostly
sum up to the assumption
that fanfiction is poorly
written and trashy. The
ideas aren’t entirely unfounded. Many fanfictions read like a horrifically written romance and
plenty are weirder.
Fanfic is the training
ground for many young
But there’s also about as people, some of whom
much variety in the fan- will go on to become masfiction genre as one would ters of the craft. In addifind in any bookstore. tion, for every 99 stories
Action, adventure, super- written terribly, there is
hero stories, coming-of- often one gem. Many exage tales, sad poetry, love cellent authors choose to
stories set in flower shops express their creativity
and cafes, epics about rev- by writing for a small au-

dience instead of trying
their hand at professional
publishing. Others use it
as a way to practice their
craft. Fanfiction is a fun
sandbox for creators to
play in. With pre-existing
characters, settings and
storylines already there,
it’s an excellent starting
place for beginners, and
an exciting way for writers to play, explore and
push the boundaries of
the discipline.
The most inspiring thing
about fanfiction is that,
in a world where so much
media we consume is
money-driven, fanfiction
is free. An author that
commits to writing a story
receives no reward except,
perhaps, the feedback and
support from readers. It’s
a beautiful thing to see
so many writers working
on projects, some ridiculously long, simply for the
joy of doing it. These authors generally go unrecognized outside of their
niche communities. Many
keep their projects a secret from real-life friends
and family, because of the
stigma surrounding fanfics.

PARASITE

Take off your coat of reasons to be bitter
strip off your layers of pride,
Let the searing heat touch the wound
and draw out the poison inside.
You may be weak, broken, defeated
Hear this:
God will provide

Fanfic, for all its flaws, is
at its heart a work of passion, community, and the
exploration of what is possible. In the time-honored
tradition of transformative works, it asks “what
if?” and delights wholeheartedly in the journey
to find the answer.

1955

BY: EMILY BRAUER

It seeps through,
through the cracks made for Glory
its roots are like leeches parasitic.
it latches on and locks into the
previously existing grooves
it’s easier.
it can feel like moving on
rather than unpacking the tendrils
of tangled, knotted layers.
plucking the leeches off
one
by
one
but it’s an infection of the heart
subtle at first, but Deadly

However, fanfiction is beginning to make an impact and is growing more
mainstream every year.
“Fan studies,” including
the examination of fanfiction and its history, are
now considered a branch
of academics. The fanfiction hosting website Archive of Our Own (known
more commonly as AO3),
was the first website to receive a Hugo Award, an
annual award that celebrates especially excellent
pieces of literature in the
categories of science fiction and fantasy. Winning
a Hugo is an extraordinary achievement for any
author, and in this case
literally thousands were
recognized for their stories published online.
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HOW OBSERVANT ARE YOU?

by Kalyn Stang
Most of us would probably like to say we’re observant, but just how observant are
you actually? Take this quiz to find out!
7. What is written around 9. How is the guys’ baththe locks of the mailbox- room in Carter labeled?
es?
a. Gentlemen
a. Lettters of the alpab. Men
bet
c. Guys
b. A fancy design
d. Gents
c. Numbers
d. Nothing
10. What’s written on a
2. Where is the bird bath 4. Which of the game 6. What’s in the middle of
sign on Carter porch?
on campus?
pieces can you not find on the table on the tapestry 8. What is depicted on the
a. The doxology
floor in Mills?
a. Near the gym
(or in) the checkers/chess outside the Great Hall?
b. A secret message (if
a. Regular tile floors you read it, you’ll get a
b. Near the library
table?
a. A ship
on all levers
c. Near the pool
a. Chess
b. A bowl of fruit
scholarship)
b. Compass
d. There is no bird bath
b. Checkers
c. A person
c. A Bible verse
c. Bagpipe
c. Backgammon
d. An axe
d. A poem
d. Covenant logo
d. Clue
1. Which of the following 3. Where is the Scottish 5. Which of the followwords are written on the statue on campus?
ing can you find in the liChapel windows?
a. Near the gym
brary?
a. Me
b. Near the library
a. Typewriter
b. Preeminent
c. Near the pool
b. Rotary dial telephone
c. Scots
d. There is no Scottish
c. Microform
d. Little c calling
statue
d. Phonography

Answers on Page 7

RADIO SHOWS, PARODIES, AND
A DOCUMENTARY: WHAT THE
THEATER DEPARTMENT
HAS BEEN UP TO
by Kara Start
Astute students may have
noticed that the Covenant
College Theater Department has not produced
many pieces of theater
over the fall of 2020 and
into this spring. However,
this is not from a lack of
activity. While the nature
of pandemic restrictions
has made it difficult (nigh
impossible) to put on live
theater for in-house audiences, the theater department has been creatively adapting behind
the scenes and will soon
be unveiling the results of
their labor.

the show retells the classic
tale in a creative medium. The show is available
on the Covenant College
Theater
Department’s
Facebook and Instagram
pages and on Covenant’s
website.
Two more long-awaited
projects are slated to premiere on March 27. The
first has been in various
stages of production for
nearly two years. “The
Sound of Music” was
originally scheduled to
open on March 27, 2020,
featuring a cast and crew
of over 100 Covenant
students, faculty, alumni
and community members. Unfortunately, the
campus shutdown a mere
two weeks before opening
night rendered this impossible, and director and
professor Claire Slavovsky
had to rethink how such a
massive show could go on
during pandemic times.

The first project to premiere this semester was a
radio theater adaptation
of O. Henry’s short story
“The Gift of the Magi.”
Written and directed by
Sarah Bussard ’24, the radio play features the vocal
talents of Jem Davenport
’22, Ray Lantrip ’24, Kara
Start ’23, and Isabelle The result is “Our UnfinTorokwa ’24.
ished Music,” a behindthe-scenes approach to
“With this production, what the musical might
my desire was for the au- have looked like, includdience to be able to focus ing interviews with cast
in on the words them- and crew, rehearsal footselves--to be able to find age, and insights from the
a beautiful classic about creative team. For anyone
the penury and generosity curious about the work,
of a young couple during love, and fun put in such
Christmas time,” Bussard an enormous project, you
said.
won’t want to miss this
celebration of theater and
With sound design by community.
Alex Blackburn ’22 and
stage management by The second project set for
Anya Klumpenhower ’23, March 27 is “Everyman,”

a modern adaptation of a
medieval morality play directed by theater professor
Camille Hallstrom. The
play was cast, rehearsed
and filmed last semester,
and has now been edited so that it is ready for
audiences. Featuring the
acting talents of Lantrip,
Bussard, Caroline Morris
’22, Jon Schimpf ’23, and
many others, the play tells
the story of a man wrestling with his own mortality and the eternal consequences of his actions.
Stay tuned for information on when and how to
attend the premiere!
A student-directed musical is also currently in
rehearsals. Last spring,
Klumpenhower wrote a
Shakespearian take on the
2018 West End musical
“Six,” highlighting six of
Shakespeare’s tragic heroines telling their stories.
In the style of the source
material, “Six Tragedies”
has a pop concert flair
and contains plenty of
deep-cut Shakespearean
references. Klumpenhower enjoys the flexibility of
directing a parody. She
said, “It’s a uniquely collaborative effort where
the actors have almost as
much influence on how
their character develops
as I do. This cast is amazingly hard-working and
talented in unique ways,
and my favorite thing
about this show is the way
it gives everyone a moment in the spotlight.”
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Hope Merrill ’21, currently portraying Cordelia, has been enjoying the
rehearsal process, stating
that “the most fun part
of ‘Six’ has been working
with the cast, getting to
encourage each other and
laugh together through
everything.” While a release date for “Six Tragedies” has not yet been set,
the show will be filmed in
early April.

down the road.

While the pandemic
makes live theater difficult during this time,
the Theater Department
has shifted and grown to
continue making art that
showcases the many talents of Covenant students.
Professors and students
alike are hopeful that in
the not-too-distant future, performances will be
able to resume with the elements that make theater
But wait, there’s more: the- special: the shared expeater regulars Schimpf and rience of live performers
Lantrip are cooking up a and live audiences.
one-man show, set to premiere before the semester
is out. Other unique and
pandemic-friendly shows
are also being considered,
though at this point it is
difficult to know whether
they will come to fruition
this semester or further
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EXPLORING THE WORLD OF
INTERNATIONAL FICTION
by Avery Patz
In 2020, I tried something
I’d never done in any meaningful capacity: I read international fiction. Reading
from a multiplicity of backgrounds and perspectives
has stretched and taught me
in ways that stories based
in the U.S. (or in another
world altogether) haven’t,
and I count that as a win.

Hosseini’s “The Kite Runner” tells the story of a relatively privileged Afghani
man, not the more common narrative of the poor
trapped in a war-torn Soviet-then-Taliban-dictated
country. And yet his perspective is still valuable and
insightful to me, as someone
who has so little diversity of
experience.

Perhaps one of the most attractive pulls of international fiction is that it’s unstructured learning. I go at my
own pace, there’s no deadline, and I’m taking in valuable information that I can
regurgitate to my friends
with alarming passion. If
you’re looking for an excellent piece of international
Whether I’m reading about fiction to begin (or conCameroonian immigrants tinue) with, check out the
or Swedes in Sweden, I’m review of a Swedish novel
learning. While the expe- below!
riences presented in books
aren’t necessarily norma- Fredrik Backman’s “My
tive, they share one author’s Grandmother Asked Me to
unique story, usually with Tell You She’s Sorry” was
deep ties to some collective an accidental find for me
experience or cultural back- during a Barnes & Noble
ground. I can’t take what browsing-only trip (you
I learned from Adichie’s know the type). Published in
“Americanah” and apply Swedish in 2013, Backman’s
it with broad strokes to all second novel is a charmNigerian immigrants, but ing piece of fiction full of
I do have a deeper under- tender, suspenseful and
standing of what it might be laugh-out-loud moments.
like for some to uproot their If you’re skeptical about the
families and begin again in whole reading-in-translaanother country.
tion thing, I get it; I too have
felt the disappointment of a
As a woman raised by two
American-born parents in a
fairly homogeneous suburban environment, there are
so many stories, cultures,
and shared experiences I
have little to no exposure
to--not on any real level,
anyway.

beautiful story in its original
language mauled by a clumsy English rendition. Translator Henning Koch, however, masterfully preserves
the charm of the Swedish
text in its English setting.
The book centers on a lonely 7-year-old girl, Elsa, and
her relationship with her
“reality-challenged” grandmother, whose sharp wit
and unapologetic matter-of-factness will amuse
you to no end. The two
share an incredibly special
bond: every night, Granny
takes Elsa into the whimsical Land-of-Almost-Awake,
where she captures their
imaginations with complex
tales of monsters, musicians, and princess-warriors, which are told in their
own fully operable secret
language.
After Granny’s death, Elsa
begins to realize the stories of Almost-Awake aren’t
simply fairytales. Granny posthumously presents
Elsa with an important and
dangerous quest, one that
will test both her courage
and her capacity for empathy. As she delivers her
grandmother’s handwritten
apologies to old friends and
neighbors, she discovers the
deeply humanizing stories
that drive and shape former
strangers, as well as Granny’s own unique past. It is
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ultimately up to Elsa to save
her family, her friends, and
her home from a mysterious evil presence, one that
seems to be following her on
her adventures.

fiction reads in 2020, narrowly beating out the popular “Where the Crawdads
Sing.” I’d highly recommend
it to anyone who loves “Eleanor Oliphant,” “The Penderwicks,” or the English
Backman engages well with language. At just under 400
death, trauma, and suffer- pages, it was a relatively
ing while maintaining a quick and easy read, perfect
light-hearted tone in his for a high-stress semester.
writing. You’ll easily fall in
love with his characters, The book is currently availlaugh at their interactions, able from Thriftbooks for
and empathize with them those looking to save a buck,
as they experience love and Amazon for those flush with
loss. Though the cultural dif- cash, and is borrowable from
ferences between his Swed- me if you promise to take
ish setting and an American good care of it. If you like it,
context are subtle, they are a check out Backman’s debut,
welcome reminder that the “A Man Called Ove,” or his
U.S. is neither the norm nor most recent title, “Anxious
the sole producer of fantas- People.” And shoot me an
tic fiction.
email--I’d love to know your
thoughts!
“My Grandmother Asked
Me to Tell You She’s Sorry” was my favorite of 29

OPINIONS

THE THREAT OF A
CASHLESS ECONOMY
by Ethan Brown

crimes, robbery, fraud, tax
evasion, bribery, and illegal
drug deals would be greatly
reduced.
A cashless system, though,
comes with a great risk to
individual freedoms that
negate these potential benefits. All transactions would
be traceable and monitored
by the government and/or
private corporations that
would have the power to
deny transactions. Your
wealth would be completely
under someone else’s control, and they would decide
how you could use it. Business Insider author Alexandra Ma cites numerous examples of Chinese financial
control initiatives stopping
purchases of merchandise
and services based on the
individual’s social score,
even stopping families from
sending their children to
better schools.

dom and privacy, and open
an easy path for totalitarian
In 1946, a man named John control of the people.
Biggins created the first
cashless credit system that A cashless society is a counallowed customers at his try that has ceased to use any
bank to pay local merchants form of solid currency. Inthrough their account rather stead, wealth is transferred
than with cash. Since then, through a credit system,
America has progressed to- phone apps, or fingerprint
wards ever more cashless and facial recognition techmethods of payment. Phys- nology. The absence of physical currency was designed ical money has many bento represent wealth and ease efits for the consumer and
bartering. Beginning with their government. Under a
precious metals as coinage cashless system, payment
with actual value, money transactions are quick and
progressed into a represen- secure. Facial and fingertation of the precious met- print technology is virtually
als through the use of clad unhackable. Without cash,
coinage, and, eventually, all criminal activities and
paper money alternatives. corruption would be easiMany view cashless systems ly traceable. According to
as the next step in the pro- Paul Armstrong, a contrib- China’s current economic
cess of monetary evolution. utor to Forbes, and Mehul system demonstrates how
Cashless systems, however, Desai, a contributor to the quickly a cashless system
may mean the loss of free- World Economic Forum,
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can destroy individual freedom and infringe on human rights. Cash in China
is becoming extremely rare.
Instead, most of China utilizes a social credit system.
This system creates a score
for a person based on their
social behaviour. A person
can raise his credit by following traffic regulations,
having and retaining a decent job, and even watching
Xi Jinping give a speech.
A person’s social credit is
negatively affected by poor
driving, criminal history,

browsing history, social
media posts and laziness.
In most cities, China has
established a facial recognition system that tracks the
patterns of each citizen such
as locations they frequent or
roads they commonly use,
and monitors any irregularities in patterns, alerting law
enforcement whenever one
is detected.
A person’s social score determines what they are
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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blacklisting the credits of
reporters who criticize the
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
Chinese government, news
that is not approved can efpermitted to purchase. In fectively be minimized from
some cases, individuals are public viewers. The system
prohibited from making is rapidly becoming a totalitravel-related
purchases tarian’s dream.
and prevented from buying property regardless of Under China’s cashless syswhether or not they can tem, you are not the one
afford it, according to Busi- deciding how to spend your
ness Insider. Even internet money. Instead, either the
access can be restricted. By government or a private

corporation has that authority. In China, currency
is used to control citizens’
behavior.

loans to firearm companies
that produce controversial products. While public outcry and legal actions
have limited these actions,
In the United States we have a cashless society would unalready seen this happening doubtedly make service dison rare occasions. PayPal crimination easier.
has closed accounts associated with hate groups and The development of the Chihas also denied service to nese system should serve as
conservative organizations. a warning for mistaking a
According to the National cashless society as merely
Review, banks have denied monetary progress and not

a potential nightmare. There
is little privacy in the Chinese system: your actions
are reviewed and judged by
the ones who control your
money. What freedom is
left is reserved for the social
elite. Financial incentive has
proven very effective at controlling people’s behaviors
and eliminating any noncompliance with the system.

MARX IS STILL THE GHOST OF
CAPITALISM FUTURE
by Elias Vedders
Karl Marx’s critiques of capitalism died in the 1980s
with the fall of the USSR and
the move in China towards a
more free-market economy,
or so it’s been said. Marx’s
predictions about capitalism are alive and well today,
however, and not in the way
you might expect. It’s not in
the “radical” left and their
socialist plots; it’s not hiding
away in the Scandinavian
nations; and it’s not even in
a supposed “Chinese push
for world dominance”. Rather, Marx’s theories, almost
unchanged from their original conception, are alive today in every major capitalist
nation.
Marx theorized about the
inherent instability of the
capitalist society and posited that it would collapse
from inward pressure. The
rich would get so rich that
in order to continue getting
richer they would cannibalize other rich people and
find new ways to oppress
the poor. To avoid this oppression of the working
class, Marx posited an alternative system, communism,
whose goal was to protect
the workers by giving them
back the means of production. None of this should
be new to us--this is basic
Marxian philosophy and it
would appear to have been
defeated when the capitalist
system trumped the communist system during the
fall of the USSR.

that the conditions in which
Marx originally predicted
the fall of capitalism and the
situation during the Cold
War are worlds apart. Marx
was writing during the industrial revolution in England, which was characterized by rapid urbanization,
large wealth inequality and
highly protectionist trade
policies. This last characteristic is the most important
for this topic.
When the 1900s rolled
around and the capitalist
powers survived not one,
but two world wars, the
world’s trade policies began
to shift drastically. Globalism took center stage.
Organizations like NATO
and treaties like the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (which would
later become the WTO)
drastically reduced trade
barriers around the world
and opened up the world
markets. While England
and other European nations
were not truly isolated economies during Marx’s time,
they were greatly limited in
terms of their scope.

This is one of the reasons
colonialism spread out from
Europe for a second time
and with arguably more vigor in the mid to late 1800’s.
European economies needed a source of cheap raw materials and a place to export
the finished goods that still
kept gold within the sovereign’s power. Because of
the smaller setting, wealth
amassed in a small number
The issue with this idea is of hands much more quick-

HOW OBSERVANT ARE
YOU? ANSWERS
1. A
2. B
3. D
4. D
5. C

6. A
7. A
8. B
9. D
10. C

ly, resulting in rapid oppression of workers. You cannot
blame Marx for believing
the revolution was at hand.
Many of England’s workers
were living in slums and
working dirty jobs for almost no pay.
Two things happened after
that, though, that meant
Marx would be wrong about
the uprisings. First was the
second wave of colonialism
that began late in the second half of the 19th century. Marx would die in 1883,
and second-wave colonialism didn’t begin in earnest
until the 1860s, getting into
full swing when Marx had
fewer than ten years left to
live. Because colonial endeavors take large levels of
investment, it would have
been reasonable to expect
the return on investment
to take a few years. After
that, there would be new
markets and new opportunities for money to be
made. This would take the
pressure off of workers in
European countries, as evidenced by the British labor
unions such as the Knights
of Labor and the National
Labor Union, which grew in
influence and power in the
mid-1880s. The large capitalists now had new markets
and land to exploit, meaning they were more likely
to allow rights to workers
at home since those workers could help keep them in
power.
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the effects of the first. This
process helped move the
industrialized nations into
what are now classified as
service-centered economies.
The focus involved using
the cheap labor of foreign
countries, especially in Asia,
and utilizing the intellectual capacity of major North
American and European
players. This system encouraged rich nations to better
their populace by providing
them with advanced education and higher standards
of living. Foreign capital allowed lower-income countries to industrialize using
savings they could not produce at home.

For now, this structure benefits both rich countries and
poor countries. Rich countries can produce goods
cheaply in foreign economies, while developing
nations receive jobs they
wouldn’t have otherwise
and are aided in industrialization. This is just the story
of globalization. How much
longer, though, will this
structure benefit the rich
nations and corporations?
How much longer will it be
The second movement, the beneficial for companies to
aforementioned mass glo- encourage increasing stanbalization, nearly repeats dards of living instead of

stagnating them or actively working to lower them?
There is nowhere left to colonize, and there are no new
regional markets to open up.
We are right back where we
started with Marx; the only
difference is now his theory is working itself out on a
much larger stage. Will developing countries band together to overthrow the rich
nations, or are they too disjointed, with too many different ideologies and goals
to make resistance effective?
I do not consider myself a
Marxist, and I’m not convinced that communism is
an effective system. At the
same time, I do believe there
is cause for concern. If capitalist countries cannot rectify the wants of corporations
for cheap labor and our desire for developing countries
to continue to grow we may
just prove Marx right about
the self-destructive nature
of capitalism. In contrast to
that, the beauty of capitalism is that it is not bound by
what it was when Marx was
writing. Capitalism avoided
Marx’s fears once, it can do
it again.

If you got.....
0 right: You’re doomed. Sorry
1-2 right: Good luck
3-5 right: Okay, I guess.
6-7 right: Pretty good. You don’t miss too much
8 right: Brilliant. Next to nothing escapes your sight
9 right: Well done. You are on the way to pure genius
10 right: You are an actual genious. Watch out world!
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LONELINESS

by Kalyn Stang

I think all of us, at some
point or another—whether
we’re sitting in our rooms,
going about our day or even
in a big group of friends—
have had that nagging feeling of loneliness that just
doesn’t seem to go away.
One of the most frustrating
parts of feeling lonely is that
it’s a situation that people
rarely seem to address, and
the fact that we are often too
embarrassed to say we are
lonely contributes to us feeling even more lonely than
we did in the first place.
Because we often have the
idea that we could never be
alone when we know God is
with us, our feelings of loneliness are often compounded with a sense of guilt that
either we aren’t as close to
God as we should be or that
we should be better at making friends.
While taking time to hang
out with other people is important, and communing
with God certainly is valuable, I think that one of the
most damaging things we
can tell ourselves when we
are in a state of loneliness is

I have to say that in my
own times of feeling lonely,
I always seemed to have a
hard time finding practical
advice about what to do to
help me feel better. I can’t
say that there is a magical
answer, but I can say that
there are practical steps that
help to ease some of those
difficult feelings. First, as
simple as it sounds, just telling a close friend or family
member makes a world of
difference. It may not take
away the pain, but it helps to
know that someone is there
to listen and affirm that you
are having a hard day.

that we shouldn’t be feeling
that way. After all, if Adam
literally walked with God
in perfection in the Garden
of Eden and still felt like he
was missing something by
not having another human
being to share his life with
(“It is not good for man to
be alone,” Genesis 2:18),
we should understand how
normal it is to feel that way
in our own lives sometimes.
Understanding how natural that feeling is instead of
blaming ourselves or explaining it away makes dealing with it much easier.
Another thing that has been
extremely helpful for me is
At the same time, just be- just looking forward to the
cause we feel lonely on one next time I will be hanging
particular day does not out with someone. It’s immean we will always feel possible to be surrounded
that way. Knowing that by people 24/7, but in those
loneliness is temporary moments we’re by ourselves,
helps us to move past it be- we can always make an excause we know that we just tra mental note about how
have to push through it – it fun the next time we hang
will not last forever. While out with someone will be!
loneliness is completely Plus, if we want to hang out
valid and understandable, with someone even sooner,
we have to recognize that there’s always the option of
there are times that we just inviting a friend to catch
did not get enough sleep the a meal at the Great Hall or
night before, or are hungry, even play cards over a cup of
overstressed or affected by coffee at the Blink.
the gloomy weather outside
(do not underestimate the Everyone wants to love and
power of Covenant fog).
be loved, so one of the best

things we can do when we
feel lonely is to go through
a list in our heads of all the
people we know love us and
care about us. Often, by
the time we get to the end
of that list, we realize that
there are a lot more people
who love us than we remembered. I’ve also found
that taking the time to write
a quick text or note of appreciation to some of those
people can actually help to
ease loneliness. Signing up
to volunteer somewhere or
finding some other way to
serve often has the same effect, because when we show
our love to others, we often
feel love in the process.
Finally, while we are in
those in-between times
when we can’t hang out
with other people, there is
something to be said for
enjoying a healthy measure
of “me time.” Maybe that
means stretching, walking
around a little bit, and getting out of our rooms to go
sit somewhere else. Getting
some vitamin D or having a
change of scenery makes a
bigger difference than you
might think. While looking
forward to the next time
you’re planning on seeing
someone, in the meantime,
do something you know
that you will enjoy doing all
by yourself! Sit at the Over-

look! Read a good book!
Do a word search or take a
long walk.You might even
find out at the end of it that
you had a really good time!
Finally, I have to add that,
cliché or not, talking to God
about how you are feeling
in the exact way that you
would talk to a person sitting right next to you is very
helpful, too.
While I’m not feeling lonely
right now, I have in the past,
and, just like everyone else,
I’m sure I will have those
moments in the future at
times. I wanted to be vulnerable and share about
loneliness because I think it
is something we all experience and do not talk enough
about. I hope that discussing this topic will help to
foster more conversations
about loneliness in our social circles, on our halls and
across this beautiful community we have here. To
all of my wonderful brothers and sisters in Christ out
there who, like me, have
experienced
loneliness,
or are feeling lonely while
reading these very words, I
want to encourage you that
it is completely normal and
there are a lot more people
going through it than we
often think. Hang in there.
We are not going this “loneliness” thing alone.

BALANCING MERCY AND JUSTICE
by Emily Brauer

death for their crimes. He
graduated from Harvard
Law in 1985 and, because
of his experience as an African American growing up
in the United States, he decided to represent criminals
on death row. In 1989 he
founded the Equal Justice
Initiative (EJI), which seeks
to end mass incarceration,
excessive punishment and
racial inequality.

What is the point of law? We
have systems put in place to
protect people and serve
justice, but what happens
when those systems fail to
serve the people they aim
to protect? What happens
when those systems are
built upon the false pretense
that one life is more valuable
than another? How should
these systems be reformed?
How do we respond when a The movie was phenomehuman mistake costs some- nal, difficult, thought-provoking and definitely geared
one their life?
to pull on your heart strings.
These are some of the ques- The acting and filming was
tions that the 2019 film ad- so well carried out that from
aptation of Bryan Steven- the beginning you stepped
son’s “Just Mercy” wrestles into the reality of the story.
with. 019 that featured . The The adaptation remained
Multicultural Club host- quite accurate to the true
ed a showing of the film— story, which made it all the
starring Michael B. Jordan, more heart-wrenching. Not
Jamie Foxx and Brie Lar- a single eye was dry by the
son—on February 25, with end of the movie.
a discussion afterwards led
While the movie primarily
by Dr. Alicia Jackson.
follows the case of inmate
Both the book and the Walter McMillan, there are
movie record Stevenson’s other cases that Stevenson
experience of represent- takes on in which the clients
ing prisoners sentenced to do not get exonerated. One

particular scene makes your
stomach turn as you watch
one of the characters facing
his death sentence by the
electric chair.
Throughout the movie,
there are multiple instances
of the utter dehumanization
of incarcerated men and
Stevenson himself. From
the cagelike cells they live
in to Stevenson’s humiliating experience of having to
strip down naked in front of
a police officer, the mistreatment of these people rings
out as wrong.

should be “absolutely not,”
and that the death penalty
needs to be altered or abolished. However, the reality
is that there are really sadistic people out there who receive pleasure from harming
Finally, the movie ends with others. What should their
this sobering statistic: “For penalty be for the atrocious
every nine people executed crimes they commit? When
in this country, one person are lives irredeemable?
on death row has been exonerated.” This margin of Arguably, never. As Chriserror which concerns hu- tians, we see God pull peoman life is shocking to say ple from all sorts of dark
the least and urges the view- walks of life, with Saul’s
er to consider this question: conversion being a prime
is the death of eight convict- example. A prosecutor of
ed felons worth the life of Christians, Saul, through
one innocent person?
the grace of God, became
one of the most influential
The movie leaves the viewer apostles of Christ.
in no doubt that the answer
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As a general rule, I personally end up with a middle
ground/case-by-case stance
concerning controversial
subjects, but after watching
“Just Mercy” and seeing the
devastation and corruption
that even simple human error can incur, I am drawn
to the belief that the death
penalty should be seriously
revised and possibly abolished.
After watching a movie like
“Just Mercy,” the viewer’s response shouldn’t end with
remorse. I believe we have
a responsibility to keep digging deeper into the issues
of human injustice which
plague our world and fight
evil with good.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
BY: DAVY CODINGTON

In last issue's "A Rebuttal of 'Capitalism was Built for Dictatorship,'" Kyle Kraus uses China as an example of a command economy to support his
argument. This is problematic because China is not a command economy. While China used to be a command economy under Mao Zedong, it
is now a mixed economy that relies on both free market mechanisms and government regulation. This transition came through the 1970s and
’80s as China incorporated elements of a free market into its economy. One-party Communist rule is not synonymous with command economy.

